
 

Crisis & Reputation Management  

The Challenge: Global G.L.O.W. (Global Girls Leading Our World) is a 501(c)(3) 
organization working to advance gender equity and build a better tomorrow 
by accelerating girls’ greatness today. Founded in 2012 and operating in 23 
countries including the United States, Global G.L.O.W. creates and operates 
innovative programs to mentor girls to advocate for themselves and make 
their communities stronger. TASC was retained to promote the organization 
and garner national media attention for its work. However, shortly after 
engagement, we were approached by Global G.L.O.W. leadership to manage a 
crisis scenario – the founder and president’s husband was publicly implicated 
in the college admissions scandal. TASC was charged with insulating the 
organization from this crisis while at the same time elevating its programmatic 
work and promoting its thought leaders.  

Our Strategy: Our strategy focused on strengthening and promoting Global 
G.L.O.W.’s thought leaders and programming while making clear to the public 

that the organization was not involved in the crisis. TASC’s main goal was to 
completely separate the organization’s reputation from that of the founder’s 
husband while continuing to garner media attention for G.L.O.W.’s work 
around gender equity. TASC created internal communications guidelines to 
keep G.L.O.W. staff informed around how to communicate about the crisis, 
closely monitored the news to update leadership on any mentions of the 
founder’s husband in the media and maintained close relationships with any 
journalists covering his involvement in the scandal, working off the record with 
them to ensure Global G.L.O.W. was not involved in media coverage. TASC also 
recommended that the founder play a more private role in the organization 
while the crisis continued to garner media attention in the interest of 
protecting Global G.L.O.W.’s reputation. Our strategy was aimed at striking a 
balance between laying low amid the crisis while executing on media strategy 
to bolster the organization’s thought leadership and programming.  

Results: We were successful in insulating Global G.L.O.W. from the crisis by 
highlighting the organization’s work and maintaining a firewall between the 
actions of the founder’s husband and the organization. After successfully 
establishing that the organization was beyond reproach and securing its 
reputation in the media, we were able to curate national thought leadership 
for its leadership and coverage of its programming. Global G.L.O.W. was 
featured widely in national media including in Ms. Magazine, Politico, Harvard 
Political Review, Bustle and The New York Times. When the COVID-19 
pandemic hit, we worked with the organization’s leadership to elevate girls’ 
voices globally to ensure that their needs were not being forgotten amid the 
pandemic. The successful execution of our media strategy elevated the 
organization’s programming and thought leaders and helped bolster its 
reputation as a trusted gender equity organization.  

 

https://msmagazine.com/2020/05/20/the-resilience-of-girls-in-the-face-of-a-global-pandemic/
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/women-rule/2020/10/09/pence-v-harris-a-man-who-wont-stop-talking-490571?nname=women-rule&nid=00000169-5991-d01a-a169-5d9f0cc10001&nrid=ff51854a-95ab-402b-a05a-d34b66e71c68&nlid=2485581
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2sz8yyvD4aSx4FPIcTsAtN?si=8yrGNhHSTX2X4oTvKZPfjA&nd=1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2sz8yyvD4aSx4FPIcTsAtN?si=8yrGNhHSTX2X4oTvKZPfjA&nd=1
https://www.bustle.com/p/how-to-support-girls-education-around-the-world-on-international-day-of-the-girl-19155448
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/27/world/asia/covid-19-india-children-school-education-labor.html

